G R I D S O LU T I O N S

Offshore Grid Solution – Wind
Complete power collection and grid connection solutions

Grid-eXpand™
Offshore

Connecting renewable energy
for a sustainable future
With an installed base of more than 10,000
projects worldwide, Hitachi Energy relies on the
world’s greatest experience on grid connections
and power quality solutions.
We are also recognized as leading partner in
the ground of offshore wind, having delivered
components and solutions for almost half of all AC
offshore substations globally and more than a third
of high voltage DC converter stations for offshore
wind farms.

more than

10,000
projects worldwide

Complete solutions for all generating
capacities and system configurations
Hitachi Energy’s Offshore Grid Solutions (OGS) - Wind for AC wind
farms are designed to meet the needs of project developers and
wind farm owners on the one hand, and fabrication yards and engineering, procurement and construction companies on the other.
Leveraging our vast experience in offshore wind, Hitachi Energy
has developed a modular and containerized solution that meets the
complexity of offshore wind installations and grid connections with
an optimized configuration in terms of design, size and weight.

We take a holistic total cost of ownership approach to all our solutions to ensure that each one fulfils the requirement of near-100 percent availability and grid code compliance. For instance, we always
include the complete concept for reactive power compensation in
our design, even if that lies outside our scope of supply, to ensure
the customer avoids grid compliance delays later in the project.

wide range of applications in all of todays
and future voltage levels and a power
transmission range of

200MW to 2GW

and above.

• Power Transformer
• Shunt Reactors
• HV GIS
• MV GIS
• Earthing & Aux.
Transformer

• Control & Protection
• SCADA System
• Communication
system
• Earthing resistor
• System Studies

As part of this holistic approach, our power consulting teams
provide feasibility, pre-FEED or FEED studies on the collector and
export network and grid connection to optimize power transmission
and ensure grid code compliance.

TCO / LCOE

Seamless and reliable project execution is our hallmark. Thanks
to our experience and expertise in offshore projects worldwide,
we have developed processes and procedures that minimize risk
for the customer and ensure peace of mind.

in focus to take all effects of design decisions
and external boundaries into account

factories and integration yards for fast deployment, minimal on-site
work and the least possible exposure to risk.

Each solution comprises standardized modules of electrical
equipment for reliable project execution, punctual delivery and
easy repeatability.
The modules - such as those for transformers, shunt reactors,
switchgear earthing and auxiliary transformers as well as control and
protection systems- can be customized to meet specific requirements. They are pre-assembled and tested at our global network of

Substation equipment - comprising Hitachi Energy transformers,
switchgear and high-voltage products - far exceed CIGRE benchmarks to ensure highest reliability and avoid costly unplanned
maintenance. The mean time between failure for our gas-insulated
switchgear, for instance, is more than 2,000 years, almost 10 times
longer than the CIGRE benchmark.
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Customer
project
milestones

Our solutions are future-proofed in multiple aspects. Each module
is already capable of meeting the next generation of higher voltages for both export and turbine array cables. We also offer SF6-free
switchgear and transformers with bio-degradable oil to minimize
the environmental impact of the substation and further support the
sustainable energy transition.

Securing
lease area

Kick off early works
or project tender

Power Output
1000MW

1080MW

1200MW 2000MW+

Our scope of supply and customer support covers the entire
project life cycle, from concept design, power consulting and grid
code analysis to engineering, installation and commissioning, and
life-cycle support from our global service network in more than 35
countries.

Final investment 
decision

Energization

Feasibility

Project Development

Tendering & early works

Project execution

Service contracts

• Technical feasibility and
technology readiness
• Electrical system
model & simulations
• Interconnections studies
• Collector system
optimization
• Input in regard to
electrical equipment
• Concept designs for
OSS and ONS 
• Price indications

• Feasibility or grid studies
(Short circuit, Power flow,
Voltage analysis, …)
• Impact studies (Steady
state, Voltage and frequency,
Harmonics, …)
• System design
optimization
• Complete FEED studies
• Possible project timelines
• Budgetary prices
• Support on applicable
standards and local
grid codes

• Grid code compliance
studies
• Procurement strategy
depending on timeline 
• Possibly detailed engineering
until design freeze before FID
• Updated on available
technology 
• Fast track offering
by using design
baseline and dedicated
experienced resources 
• Securing time slots for
manufacturing 

• Offshore dedicated
project management
& lead engin.
• Full detailed engineering
• Confirmation studies e.g. for
grid code compliance
• Delivery of designed products and systems including
protection, control and
communications 
• Commissioning on- and
offshore incl. plant SCADA
• Close collaboration
with topside designer
and yard

• Local service
organizations
• Equipment monitoring
for insights and possibility of
condition base maintenance
• Software offering or service
partnership depending on
customer strategy
• Remote service support
• Digital twin solution for identification, documentation and
simplified maintenance

Prefabricated, pretested and
containerized for ultra-fast
deployment and repeatability
For wind farms of up to 650 MW, we offer prefabricated,
containerized substations that reduce installation times in the
yard by up to 40 percent compared to conventionally built,
customized substations.
These well-proven solutions shift assembly and testing from the
customer’s fabrication site to our global network of factories and
integration yards. From there, the modules for the substation are delivered as prefabricated units, ready for erection on the platform and
speedy integration and testing to minimize on site time in the yard.
This brings huge benefits for our customers in terms of fast delivery, lower costs, minimal project execution risk, increased personal
safety and repeatability.
Thanks to this fabrication approach, the weight of the platform can
be minimized to a level where the crane used for wind turbine installation can also be used to lift the topside onto its substructure, thus
saving time and costs.

Auxiliary power supply
with all subsystems leaves
room for adaptations
and spare capacity

Main transformer and
shunt reactor are well
protected by CX coating
for outdoor installation on
the open deck structure
Pre-tested main control
and SCADA room incl.
interfaces to onshore connected at final location

Split up housing for MV
GIS will be connected on
site to enable transport
of individual modules

The cable deck contains
besides cable handling
space all required
auxiliary systems
limited to the minimum

By pre-fabrication and
factory testing the HV
GIS can stay enclosed
and is not exposed to
open environment

Power cables incl.
connection to array joints
and platform internal
control cables are installed
during integration works

Digital substations for online
monitoring, condition-based
maintenance and enhanced
reliability
Unplanned maintenance trips by helicopter or ship to a remote offshore wind farm are time-consuming and extremely costly.
Digital substations minimize the risk of this happening by continuously monitoring the performance of all key substation assets and
by sharing the data in real time with the onshore control center. This
provides early warning of deteriorating performance and enables
owners to switch from conventional time-based maintenance to
highly efficient condition-based maintenance, which minimizes the
risk of outages and reduces operational and maintenance costs.

up to

Digital substations provide valuable data on asset performance and
insights into how improvements can be made and deployed across
the fleet. They are also safer and more cost-effective, requiring up to
80 percent less copper cabling, fewer components and significantly less instrumentation and control engineering than conventional
substations.

less copper cabling, fewer components
and significantly less instrumentation
and control engineering

All our substations are digital twin enabled to provide instant access
to all documentation and operational and maintenance data on each
substation asset and enhance safety and maintenance procedures
during topside activities.

80%
220kV/275kV HV GIS

Shunt Reactor

Low power instrument transformers (NCIT/LPIT)

CoreSense M10

Merging unit SAM600

CoreTec 4

Excount III for surge arresters

Electronic Self-dehydrating breather

Modular Switchgear Monitoring (MSM)

Electronic Oil Level Indicator

Switchsync PWC600
Power Transformer and
Auxiliary Transformer
CoreSense M10
CoreTec 4
Electronic Self-dehydrating breather
Electronic Oil Level Indicator
Electronic Oil Temperature Indicator
Electronic Winding Temperature Indicator
Electronic Buchholz Relay
Electronic Ready Bushing monitoring
Electronic Pressure Relief Device

66kV MV GIS
Non conventional instrument transformers
Merging unit SAM600
Excount III for surge arresters
Modular Switchgear Monitoring (MSM)

Complete power collection and grid connection solutions from the global technology
and market leader.

Standardized, pre-assembled and pretested
modules for fast delivery, minimal on-site
work and lowest possible risk. Modules can
be customized if required.

Unrivalled experience and expertise across
the project life cycle – from concept design,
system studies and grid code analysis to
engineering, installation, commissioning and
life cycle service.

Prefabricated, containerized options
for even faster deployment and yard
installation.

Scalable and repeatable solutions for
wind farms of around 200 MW to 2 GW
and above.

Digital substations for enhanced reliability
and safety, continuous monitoring,
data-based performance insights and
condition-based maintenance.

Highest quality power products with mean
time between failure rates considerably
higher than CIGRE benchmarks to ensure
highest reliability.

Digital twin (IdentiQTM)
enabled.

Dedicated to the offshore wind business
with a team focusing on segment specific
requirements for OGS – Wind.

As the pioneering technology leader, we
collaborate with customers and partners to
enable a sustainable energy future – for
today’s generations and those to come.

720MW 66/220kV OGS Wind
with twin transformers and export
cables for large scale offshore
windfarms
This is an example for a typical Offshore Grid Solution – Wind not
fixed as shown but a design basis for larger windfarms which shall
still have a compact OSS.
To ensure a wide application range this configuration contains a
three winding transformer as key element to enable high power
transmission capabilities. This can be supported by higher export
cables voltages where todays limitations in AC subsea cables can
be pushed to the limits and also the future transmission voltage
levels upto 300kV can be used with only minor adjustments on the
high voltage equipment and this could enable transmission capacities upto 1GW with a moderate topside footprint and high utilization
rates of the system.

Technical data overview for substation configuration shown

The two power transformers and crosswise coupling between the
MV sections allows even in case of single component failures to
keep the substation up and running and transmit the larger of the
energy produced to the grid.
The form factor of this configuration is suitable for fixed bottom
and floating platform installation methods and Hitachi Energy’s
equipment is already generally qualified for floating application or is
currently undergoing this qualification.
•
•
•
•

Design base line already set up
Scalability over a large bandwidth
Modular components allowing project specific adaptations
Holistic perspective on total cost of ownership to reduce
OPEX and keep CAPEX low
• Project setup for reliable and fast project execution
• Second power transformer allows grid connection and partly
power transmission if one branch is out of operation

Nominal value

Typical range

Unit

Power transmission capacity

720

650-1000

MW

Array grid voltage

66

66-132kV

kV

Export cable voltage

220

110-300

kV

Typical cable length to
onshore for 50/50 ratio of
reactive power compensation

70

20-150

km

320MW Digital OGS – Wind
with single transformer enabled
for full monitoring and optimized
secondary setup
This is an example for a typical Offshore Grid Solution – Wind –
It used digital data transmission and enhanced monitoring of the
equipment to increase availability and to minimize OPEX.
While our complete concept for a digital offshore substation can
contribute its advantages to all sizes of transmission capacity this
example shows a design for the smaller range of possible configurations with one transformer and a single export cable.
Here we make use of all advantages digitalization can contribute
today without having any drawback on the system reliability – during
engineering works with 3D collaboration environments, sensors
for measuring currents and voltage in the systems and supervising
equipment health and pre-defined test algorithms allowing
a semi-automized testing.

Technical data overview for substation configuration shown

As the small footprint and weight allows installation with a vessel already available on site for turbine installation a significant risk factor
for the offshore I&C schedule is omitted.
• Fewer costly maintenance trips to the OSS
• Less cubicles and components on topside reducing installation
and commissioning works
• The replacement of conventional CTs and VTs removes
a potential safety hazard
• Constantly monitoring relevant data of high voltage equipment
and related systems
• Data available on premise or in cloud for supervision
and predictive maintenance
• Results of monitoring enhances availability and reliability
of power transmission system

Nominal value

Typical range

Unit

Power transmission capacity

320

200-360

MW

Array grid voltage

66

66-132

kV

Export cable voltage

220

110-300

kV

Typical cable length to
onshore for 50/50 ratio of
reactive power compensation

70

20-150

km

400MW Containerized OGS – Wind
with single transformer for lightweight
installations and fast deployment
This is an example for a typical Offshore Grid Solution – Wind – The
delivery model in pre-fabricated housing modules allows shorter installation periods in the yard and reduced the project risk exposure.
From techno-economical perspective substations with up to two
transformers can be realized similar to this configuration where the large
components such as power transformer, shunt reactor and possibly
earthing and auxiliary transformer will be located outdoor on an open
deck structure which will be surrounded by housing modules enclosing
the MV and HV switchgear and all secondary cubicles for control, protection, communication, metering and monitoring as well as the auxiliary
supply and other auxiliary facilities.

Technical data overview for substation configuration shown

By shifting installation, cabling and testing works on the main electrical
equipment to the integration facility the time in the yard can be significantly reduced and it is obvious that the earlier works are performed and
the earlier potential issues are detected the easier they can be solved
and minimize thereby together with the timeline also the execution risk.

Nominal value

Typical range

Unit

Power transmission capacity

400

200-400

MW

Array grid voltage

66

66-132

kV

Export cable voltage

220

110-300

kV

Typical cable length to
onshore for 50/50 ratio of
reactive power compensation

70

20-150

km

The housing design and its corrosion protection is aligned with the
requirement to a conventional topside and the applicable standards
to fully meet the high demands by our customers and by the offshore
environmental conditions themselves.
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• Pre-fabricated, pre-cabled and pre-tested housing modules
for many components
• Suitable for smaller and medium power outputs (200-650MW)
• Concept allows risk mitigation by performing tasks earlier
in the process
• Installation time in yard reduced by up to 40%
• Easy repeatability for economics of scale
• Lightweight and compact design for offshore installation
with smaller crane

